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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The executive and legislative branches of 
government oversee the modern admin
istrative state. Presidents have a duty to 
“take Care that the Laws be faithfully exe
cuted.” But Congress is entitled to regulate 

the regulators no less than the president; after all, Congress 
exercises its enumerated powers to create and fund domes
tic regulatory agencies. Thus, equipped with overlapping 
authorities, the elected branches of government histori
cally have competed for the reins of administrative poli
cymaking. Such competition represents a constitutionally 
healthy manifestation of dueling institutional “ambitions.”

At present, however, the contest between the polit
ical branches is dangerously out of balance. Since 
Richard Nixon, presidents have increased control over 
the administrative state through a process known as 
“White House regulatory review.” Presidents devel
oped this powerful management tool unilaterally, and 

today, these functions are performed out of the Office 
of Information and Regulatory Affairs. Congress, 
however, hasn’t kept pace. Not only has the legislature 
failed to create an equivalent of White House regulatory 
review, but the overall quality of oversight in Congress 
has declined as power has centralized in leadership and 
away from committees in both the House and Senate. 
The result is that the president calls the shots on the 
administrative state while Congress sits on the bench. 
Through its evertightening grip over the administrative 
state, the presidency has accumulated a constitutionally 
worrisome concentration of power.

To remedy this alarming imbalance, this paper pro
poses the creation of a congressional capacity to evalu
ate administrative action. Because regulatory review is 
values driven, the only feasible institutional design is to 
give each party caucus in Congress its own ability to vet 
administrative action.
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INTRODUCTION
Government entities that go by acro

nyms such as EPA, FDA, and OSHA did 
not spring from the earth or magically ap
pear.1 Rather, an alphabet soup’s worth of 
federal bureaucracies flows from legislation 
passed by Congress. Lawmakers create and 
sustain domestic regulatory agencies with 
enabling statutes and appropriations. In the 
words of renowned polit ical scientist W. F. 
Willoughby, the legislative branch is “the 
source of all admin istrative authority.”2

Yet the administrative state cannot be 
solely a function of congressional intent. The 
president must, after all, “take Care that the 
Laws be faithfully executed.” To this end, the 
Constitution establishes a hierarchical man
agement system meant to promote account
ability, whereby “officers” and “inferior 
officers” are responsive to the president to en
sure the “faithful” execution of the law.

The executive and legislative branches, 
therefore, can stake a rightful constitutional 
claim as the proper superintendent of the 
admin istrative apparatus. If the president is 
the CEO of the regulatory corporation, then 
Congress represents an active board of direc
tors. Both answer to voters, who play the role 
of shareholders in this metaphor.

These vying claims operate as a consti
tutional check on overbearing government. 
The Founding Fathers designed a system of 
separate and competing powers to prevent 
the concentration of power in any one branch, 
which they thought to be “the very definition 
of tyranny.”3 Although “the Framers could 
hardly have envisioned today’s vast and varied 
federal bureaucracy,”4 they could take solace in 
the protections afforded by the constitutional 
framework they put in place. To the extent 
that Congress and the president compete for 
management primacy over the administrative 
state, these institutions check one another 
and thereby better protect liberty.

For decades after the New Deal era, 
Congresses and presidents struggled to con
trol the reins of regulatory policy. During the 
past 40 years, however, a onceclose race has 

become a rout in the executive branch’s fa
vor. When it comes to “setting the direction 
and influencing the outcome of administra
tive process”—which, again, is the dominant 
source of contemporary federal policymak
ing—we live in “an era of presidential adminis
tration,” as then professor Elena Kagan argued 
in a celebrated article.5

To be sure, undisputed presidential super
vision of the administrative state engenders 
efficiencies for governing. All else being equal, 
domestic regulatory agencies have an easier 
time churning out rules when the chain of 
command is simpler. Yet this managerial vir
tue is a constitutional sin. As a general matter, 
more efficient government more readily in
fringes on individual rights, which is precisely 
the threat that the Framers sought to mitigate 
with the system of separated powers.6 By di
viding government but giving each component 
the means to check one another, the Framers 
expected human nature to take over, such that 
“ambition [could] counteract ambition.”7

In the competition among institutions for 
control of the administrative state, presidents 
unerringly have demonstrated all the “ambi
tion” the Founders’ envisioned. Congress, 
alas, has not. This paper explains the current 
(and constitutionally worrisome) imbalance of 
power between the elected branches of gov
ernment and proposes a remedy in the form 
of a new congressional capacity to evaluate 
admin istrative action.

The first section of this policy analysis de
scribes how the post–World War II Congress 
designed itself to oversee regulatory agen
cies and how, since the 1980s, Congress has 
strayed from this blueprint. The second sec
tion traces the rise of White House regulatory 
review through the Office of Information and 
Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), which has become 
the president’s primary tool for managing 
admin istrative policy and which serves as the 
foundation of “presidential administration.” 
The paper’s third section points to the obvious 
need for an OIRAlike capability in Congress. 
Finally, the fourth section proposes a politi
cally palatable version of legislative regulatory 
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review. Because costbenefit analyses are val
ues driven, the only feasible institutional de
sign is to give each party caucus in Congress its 
own capacity to vet administrative action.

THE RISE AND FALL 
OF CONGRESS’S 
CAPACITY TO COMPETE

For much of the 20th century, congressio
nal committees ably competed with the presi
dent to manage domestic regulatory agencies. 
Over the past four decades, however, power 
in Congress shifted from committees to party 
leadership, and the results have been disas
trous for legislative oversight. Post–New Deal 
Congresses organized themselves to super
vise regulatory policy, but the centralization 
of power within Congress since the 1980s has 
under mined congressional capacity to super
vise administrative action.

Congress Designs Itself to 
Manage the Administrative State

At the close of the 19th century, a rapidly 
growing American economy precipitated social 
disruption, and the public called on Congress to 
respond. These Progressive Era pressures inten
sified with the onset of the Great Depression. 
Citizens sought relief; businesses wanted pro
tection. In the face of surging constituent sen
timent, Congress established administrative 
agencies and empowered them to regulate mar
kets and distribute benefits.8

Yet the onset of administrative governance 
triggered another societal reaction. Popular 
objections centered on the combination of 
the legislative, executive, and judicial func
tions in regulatory agencies.9 For progressive 
theorists and administrators, the separation
ofpowers principle was a quaint restraint on 
efficiency.10 For others, but especially the legal 
community of that time, the Constitution’s 
tripartite structure retained its vitality, and 
the young administrative state appeared alien 
to the Framers’ design.

Political elites of the day echoed concerns 
about the potential for unaccountable and 

arbitrary administration. In a 1937 government 
study commissioned by President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt and described by him as “a docu
ment of permanent importance,”11 a blue
ribbon panel proclaimed that “safeguarding of 
the citizen from narrowminded and dictato
rial bureaucratic interference and control is 
one of the primary obligations of democratic 
government.” In terms of a remedy, the re
port recommended “centralization” of admin
istrative control—under the president—as the 
appro priate response to the danger posed by 
the “isolated and arrogant bureaucrat.”12

The panel’s call to enhance executive power 
is unsurprising given that the president himself 
commissioned the report. For their part, mem
bers of Congress held different ideas about 
which institutions should “safeguard” the pub
lic from the vagaries of the administrative state. 
After debating reform proposals for more than 
a decade, Congress in 1946 passed three com
plementary statutes whose collective purpose 
was to tame bureaucratic governance.

The first was the Administrative Procedure 
Act,13 known as the “constitution of the admin
istrative state,”14 through which lawmak
ers sought to regulate the regulators. The act 
estab lished judicial review for admin istrative 
action,15 required public input in the formation 
of regulations,16 and ensured that governmen
tal functions (such as prosecution and adjudica
tion) are sufficiently distinct within agencies.17 
The second law, the Federal Tort Claims Act, 
waived sovereign immunity for torts commit
ted by agents of the government.18 Citizens 
thus became empowered to vindicate their 
rights against the regulatory apparatus.19 Third, 
the Legislative Reorganization Act provided 
lawmakers with a sorely needed framework to 
superintend the administrative state.20 In the 
course of creating domestic regulatory agencies 
during the previous halfcentury, Congress nev
er had bothered to update itself, and by 1946, a 
consensus emerged that the legislature was far 
behind the times.

Rep. A. S. “Mike” Monroney (DOK), 
a sponsor of the Legislative Reorganiza
tion Act, warned that the failure to refresh 
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Congress’s “archaic organization” could “be 
tragic for our repre sentative form of Govern
ment.” Monroney’s cosponsor, Sen. Robert 
La Follette Jr. (RWI), spoke of a “grave con
stitutional crisis.”21 The media, too, took note 
of Congress’s inability to keep pace with the 
rise of the administrative state. A 1942 Reader’s 
Digest article bemoaned that legislators were 
“corner store wiseacres in an age of calculating
machinetrained researchers.”22 Three years 
later, Life magazine ran a cover story titled 
“U.S. Congress: It Faces Great New Tasks with 
Outworn Tools.”23

To mitigate Congress’s dire inadequacies, 
the Legislative Reorganization Act empow
ered congressional committees to serve as 
members’ primary agents for managing domes
tic regulatory agencies. According to George 
Galloway, a professor and one of the statute’s 
architects, “modernization of the standing 
committee system was the first objective of 
the act and the keystone in the arch of con
gressional reform.”24 The act streamlined the 
number of committees to end redundancies, 
clarified committee jurisdictions, and regular
ized their procedures.25 Membership on com
mittees was capped for each lawmaker in the 
House and Senate to prevent members from 
diluting their attention.26 In addition, the act 
authorized committees to develop a profes
sional staff virtually from scratch.27 Finally, the 
act tasked committees with exercising “con
tinuous watchfulness” over the admin istration 
of laws.28 Although “continuous watchfulness” 
is plainly a nebulous mandate, La Follette of
fered the following explanation:

If the standing committee is given this 
responsibility and mandate, and is giv
en a staff of experts, it will be in touch 
with the various activities of the depart
ments of agencies of the government 
over which it has jurisdiction, and it will 
endeavor by cooperation by meetings 
and exchange of views and gathering of 
information, to make certain, insofar as 
possible, that the agency or department, 
in exercising the broad delegation of 

legislative power which is contained in 
almost every act, is exercising it as was 
intended by Congress. . . . [The commit
tees] will become familiar, as the process 
goes along from month to month and 
year to year, with the manner in which 
the department or agency is admin
istering the power bestowed upon it. 
It will then be very likely, I believe, if 
the committee finds that the agency or 
depart ment is going beyond the intent 
of Congress, to introduce legislation to 
correct the situation.29

Committee staff wasn’t the only invest
ment that Congress made in improving its 
capacity. The Legislative Reorganization Act 
also reorganized and strengthened lawmak
ers’ primary analytical support agency, the 
Legislative Reference Service (now known as 
the Congressional Research Service).30

Thus began an era, lasting roughly from 
1946 to the late 1970s, that scholars define as 
the period of “committee government,” mean
ing that committee structures were a formi
dable force, if not the paramount power, in 
domestic policy.31

During committee government, Congress 
refined certain norms to complement the effec
tiveness of committees as agency managers. 
Under the “property right” custom, for exam
ple, lawmakers held their committee assign
ments from one Congress to the next, rather 
than cycling through different committees.32 
As a result, members dealt with the same sub
ject matter for continuous and extended peri
ods, which led to familiarity with policymaking 
details. To further cultivate expertise within 
their ranks, committees institutionalized the 
“appren ticeship” norm, whereby incoming 
members were expected to choose a narrow 
issue area within their committee’s jurisdic
tion and then gain specialization in that area 
through years of mundane legislative work.33 
Taken together, these norms encouraged mem
bers to master the agencies they oversaw.

At the same time, Congress cultivated pro
cedural mechanisms to facilitate legislative 
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supervision of administrative action. For 
example, Congress expanded use of “reau
thorization,” whereby legislators put a time 
limit on laws that create regulatory agencies, 
and when the deadline approaches, lawmak
ers decide whether to continue, or “reautho
rize,” the program.34 Standing committees 
perform the process and are expected to 
bring their agency expertise to bear. Through 
reauthorization, Congress can modify regula
tory programs that aren’t working or, alter
natively, boost successful programs. After 
World War II, Congress expanded its use of 
reauthorization to manage agencies.35

In the postwar period, Congress also ex
panded use of the legislative veto, which allows 
lawmakers to directly check administrative 
action by unicameral, bicameral, or even com
mittee vote. From 1932 to 1950, Congress en
acted 25 legislative veto provisions; over the 
following quartercentury, Congress enacted 
267 such provisions.36 As with reauthoriza
tion, standing committees played a crucial 
analytical role in the process. Sometimes com
mittees exercised the veto. More often, in 
advance of action by one or two Houses on leg
islative vetoes, committees convened hearings 
and wrote committee reports to inform their 
peers. Due to the committees’ work, members 
were not reliant on executive branch agen
cies or lobbyists when they voted whether to 
strike down administrative action.37 Perhaps 
even more important than the legislative veto 
per se, agencies respected its potential use. Be
cause they feared the legislative veto, agencies 
would maintain direct lines of communica
tion with committees and honor requests and 
objections that members registered as a rule
making progressed.38 In this fashion, the leg
islative veto became “a central means by which 
Congress secures the accountability of execu
tive and independent agencies,” according to 
Supreme Court Justice Byron White.39

In the early 1970s, as anxiety grew over grow
ing executive power during the excesses of the 
Nixon administration, Congress doubled down 
on the committee structure. The Legislative 
Reorganization Act of 1970 revised and 

rephrased in more explicit language the over
sight function of House and Senate standing 
committees.40 The act further expanded com
mittee staff, and it also strengthened the policy 
analysis role of the Congressional Research 
Service. Four years later, the Congressional 
Budget and Impoundment Control Act ratio
nalized Congress’s role in the budget by creat
ing budget committees in both chambers and 
establishing an annual procedure.41 In addi
tion, the act created a new Article I agency, the 
Congressional Budget Office, to provide ana
lytical support.42 The act also strengthened the 
Government Accountability Office by enhanc
ing its authority to acquire information from 
regulatory agencies.43 In the face of Nixon’s 
excesses, Congress practiced selfhelp.

Scholars identify the mid1970s as the 
highwater mark of committee authority in 
Congress. Equipped with subjectmatter ex
pertise, supporting resources, and procedural 
tools, lawmakers of this time played a major 
role in managing agency policymaking.

Congress Takes to the Sidelines 
Under Party Leadership

Today, apathy (or worse) is the defining 
characteristic of legislative oversight. Early 
in the 116th Congress, for example, the mi-
nority party on the House Committee on 
Natural Resources adjourned a hearing on 
climate change before it could begin because 
so few members of the majority bothered to 
attend.44 In a majoritarian institution like the 
House of Representatives, this sort of proce
dural happenstance is absurd. And when the 
rare highprofile hearing attracts member 
participation, lawmaker performances typi
cally fail to inspire confidence in congressio
nal competence.45

There are other conspicuous signs of a 
sidelined Congress. Committee reauthoriza
tions, once a powerful oversight tool, have 
fallen into disuse.46 Agencies routinely submit 
nonsensical budget justifications meant to ob
fuscate administrative policymaking priori
ties, and lawmakers don’t bat an eye.47 Where 
once agencies rushed to meet informational 
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requests by committee leaders, agencies to
day dissemble in the face of questions from 
Congress, and lawmakers do nothing.48

What happened? Multiple factors con
spired to diminish Congress. While some 
reasons for Congress’s decline, such as the 
Supreme Court’s invalidation of the legislative 
veto in 1983,49 occurred independently of the 
legislature, the chief cause came from within. 
Specifically, the centralization of power in 
Congress undermined the committeecentric 
structure that had served as the body’s intend
ed mechanism for managing the administra
tive state. Over the past 40 years, a Congress 
“once dominated by fairly autonomous com
mittees and relatively weak parties became a 
system of increasingly dependent committees 
and relatively strong parties.”50

Changing demographics played a big part 
in the concentration of power in Congress. 
Starting in the 1970s, a gradual extinction 
of Southern Democrats and Rockefeller 
Republicans led to greater uniformity within 
and, consequently, polarization between the 
two political parties.51

Increasing partisanship, in turn, set the 
stage for opportunistic leadership.52 Two suc
cessive House speakers, Tip O’Neill and Jim 
Wright, instituted rule changes that took 
power away from committees and consolidat
ed it in the hands of party leaders.53 But it was 
Speaker Newt Gingrich whose tenure marked 
the inflection point away from committee 
government. With his socalled Contract 
with America, Gingrich pioneered the mod
ern strategic focus on national politics and 
depen dence on party support.54 As speaker, he 
instituted sweeping rule changes that further 
entrenched leadership’s authority.55 No mat
ter which party has held the gavel, subsequent 
speakers have maintained these powers, for 
obvious reasons of selfinterest.56

By its constitutional nature, the Senate al
ways will be less susceptible to the concentra
tion of authority. Nevertheless, the “world’s 
greatest deliberative body” has trended in 
the same direction as the House. In the ear
ly 1990s, Senate Majority Leader George 

Mitchell Jr. began to structure committee bills 
and floor debate in a manner meant to empha
size the policy differences between the two 
parties.57 By the end of the decade, both party 
conferences in the Senate practiced “mes
sage politics,” or an effort by “each party [to] 
tr[y] to frame every policy and major vote as a 
partisan campaign issue.”58 Today, the Senate 
routinely abandons individual and minority
based privileges—something that can be 
achieved only in an environment where party 
unity trumps institutional pride.59

Another significant contribution to the 
centralization of power in Congress is the 
“fiscalization” of politics. By “fiscalization,” 
scholars mean that “questions of paying for 
services and programs have become the focus
ing lens of much legislative action.”60 Simply 
put, Congress’s business is dominated by pe
riodic highprofile and highstakes negotia
tions over crises pertaining to budget deficits, 
debt ceilings, and government shutdowns. 
Fiscalization goes hand in hand with consoli
dated party control, because congressional 
leaders are best positioned to negotiate these 
interparty and interbranch disputes in period
ic summits with the president.61

Although committee government evolved 
with the administrative state as a management 
tool for lawmakers, the shift toward a party
centric Congress didn’t have to harm the leg
islature’s oversight capacity. In a perfect world, 
a centralized Congress would compete more 
efficiently with the president. In this imper
fect world, however, lawmakers give priority to 
party affiliation over Congress as an institution.

As a result, the legislative branch is less in
clined to compete with the executive. In the 
current Congress, for example, Republicans 
overwhelmingly sided with President Trump 
when he exercised emergency powers to se
cure funding otherwise blocked by Congress’s 
power of the purse.62 On the other hand, 
Democratic members applauded during 
the 2013 State of the Union when President 
Obama declared he would bypass Congress on 
climate change.63

In addition to deflating institutional pride, 
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centralization disrupted an incentive structure 
that had encouraged a capable Congress. When 
lawmakers could leverage their participation in 
the committee process to influence regulatory 
policy, they had an impetus to learn administra
tive law and policy.64 For today’s lawmakers, by 
contrast, time spent learning how government 
works is better spent building a following on 
social media. What’s the point of mastering the 
details of administrative policymaking when 
a core group of leadership calls all the shots? 
Members today enter as generalists, and they’re 
content to remain generalists.

During committee government, Congress 
grew committee staffs comprised of “top poli
cy specialists in their fields” to help lawmakers 
“compete with the expertise of the execu
tive branch and scrutinize the claims of spe
cial interests.”65 But strong committees are a 
threat to centralization, which is why Speaker 
Gingrich and Republican leadership slashed 
committee staff by onethird on the first day 
of the 104th Congress in 1994; the Senate soon 
followed suit.66 Staffing levels never recov
ered: there were 2,115 professional personnel 
in House and Senate standing committees in 
2015, or less than twothirds the total in 1991 
(3,528).67 In fact, the current level of commit
tee staffing is commensurate with levels from 
the early 1970s, even though government has 
grown much larger and more complex in the 
ensuing five decades.

Nor have legislative support agencies been 
spared. In addition to cutting committee staff, 
one of Speaker Gingrich’s firstday actions in 
1995 was to kick Article I agencies out of con
gressional office space, slash their budgets, 
and in the case of the Office of Technology 
Assessment, shutter it altogether.68 Subsequent 
leadership in both chambers of Congress, re
gardless of party affiliation, has continued to 
starve these agencies. In 1991, Article I agen
cies employed 6,354 professionals; in 2015, 
the number stood at 3,833. The Government 
Accountability Office and Congressional 
Research Service today operate with about 
75 percent and 60 percent of their 1975 profes
sional personnel capacity, respectively, despite 

the increasing size and complexity of the feder
al government.69 To be fair, congressional lead
ership has invested in some parts of Congress. 
From 1995 to 2011, for example, House and 
Senate leadership staff increased 35 percent and 
38 percent, respectively.70

Though perhaps counterintuitive, invest
ment in congressional oversight capacity is 
essential to any strategy for reining in the 
admin istrative state. Without such invest
ment, Congress simply doesn’t have the means 
to compete with the presidency for manage
rial primacy over the administrative state. And 
without this competition, we lose a structural 
check on government overreach.

It’s a false narrative claim that investment 
in congressional staff reflects an “expansion 
of government.” Gingrich advanced the same 
argument when he dropped the ax on commit
tee staff in 1995, and his real motivation was to 
consolidate power. President Reagan was the 
epitome of smallgovernment conservatism, 
but do you imagine he was concerned about 
the budget implications of Executive Order 
12,291, which created the executive regulatory
review mandate? He ordered White House re
view into existence with neither congressional 
authorization nor appropriation.

If Congress must lead by example on fiscal 
prudence, then lawmakers can “offset” invest
ments in oversight by reallocating the near
billion dollars Congress spends every year on 
press offices within regulatory agencies, whose 
underlying value is doubtful.71

THE UNINTERRUPTED 
RISE OF THE PRESIDENT’S 
CAPACITY TO COMPETE

During the period of committee govern
ment, the legislative and executive branches 
for the most part were evenly matched. On 
the one hand, Congress exercised “continuous 
watchfulness” through standing committees; 
on the other, presidents employed their con
stitutional and statutory authorities over offi
cers and the budget, respectively, to influence 
the domestic regulatory agenda.72 Yet since 
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the peak of committee government, the exec
utive has assumed supremacy over administra
tive policy. According to congressional scholar 
Curtis Copeland, “the reality [today] is that on 
a daytoday basis the president exerts a great 
deal more influence on rulemaking than either 
the courts or Congress.”73 The president has 
become the undisputed policymaker in chief.

From Quality of Life Review to 
White House Regulatory Review

As the legislature waned, the executive 
waxed. Since the peak of committee govern
ment, the president has cultivated a potent 
new management tool, one that is “founda
tional” to this present era of “presidential 
administration.”74 This means of supervision 
is known as “White House regulatory review.”

Its roots extend to 1971, when President 
Nixon’s Office of Management and Budget 
insti tuted a process, known as “Quality of Life 
Review,” to vet public health rules.75 President 
Ford modified regulatory review by focusing 
on regulations’ inflationary impact.76 Next, 
President Carter required regulatory agencies 
to assess the “economic consequences” of all 
rules that cost more than $100 million, which 
were then sent to a “Regulatory Analysis 
Review Group.”77

Presidents Nixon, Ford, and Carter set 
the stage for Ronald Reagan, who ushered in 
White House regulatory review as we know it 
today. Whereas previous efforts at centralized 
review had been largely informal, President 
Reagan entrenched a systematic process.

In 1981, with the issuance of famed 
Executive Order 12,291, the Reagan admin
istration required executive—but not inde
pendent—agencies to perform a costbenefit 
analysis, known as a “Regulatory Impact 
Analysis,” for each proposed or final rule that 
had an annual effect on the economy of more 
than $100 million. These agencies then had to 
submit their rules and associated analyses to 
the White House for review.78 In 1985, Reagan 
issued Executive Order 12,498, which added a 
mandate that each executive agency (but not 
independent agencies) submit for review an 

annual regulatory plan listing proposed ac
tions for the year.79

President Reagan located a home for regu
latory review by unilaterally expanding the 
respon sibilities of the Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) within the 
Office of Management and Budget.80 Notably, 
the president lacked a statutory basis to do so. 
Congress had created OIRA in 1980 to man
age government paperwork, and lawmakers 
never intended to empower the president to 
establish White House regulatory review.81 Al
though Congress later authorized OIRA and 
made its administrator’s appointment subject 
to Senate confirmation,82 President Reagan 
created the agency on his own.83 OIRA, there
fore, is a function of the executive’s “ambition.”

While subsequent administrations have 
modified this benchmark for weighing costs 
and benefits,84 they only added to Reagan’s 
basic framework. President Clinton, for ex
ample, created a process by which the presi
dent could referee disputes between OIRA 
and agencies.85 Clinton further expanded the 
scope of the required annual regulatory plan 
to include independent agencies.86 President 
George W. Bush’s administration empowered 
OIRA to send “prompt letters” to agencies 
to start the rulemaking process,87 in addition 
to expanding “informal” review of draft rules 
before their submission.88 During the Obama 
administration, OIRA requested, but did not 
require, independent agencies to submit to 
White House regulatory review.89 For its part, 
the Trump administration has signaled that it 
might require such participation by indepen
dent agencies, though it hasn’t yet done so.90

With the establishment of White House 
regulatory review, presidents seized a power
ful tool for managing administrative policy. 
Through OIRA, the White House can both 
prompt administrative action and, when action 
is delivered, compel agency reexamination and 
even revisions. After President Reagan estab
lished OIRA’s review function, administrative 
law professor Kenneth Culp Davis comment
ed that “the President has thus assumed full 
power to control the content of rules issued by 
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executive departments and agencies.”91 In the 
years since, the president’s grip over admin
istrative policy has only tightened as OIRA’s 
powers have been expanded and refined.

Institutional Profile of OIRA
OIRA is among the most misunderstood 

agencies in the federal government.92 In part, 
this confusion is due to OIRA’s keeping a low 
profile, sometimes to the point of opacity.93

OIRA has a staff of about 45, led by a 
Senateconfirmed administrator. Its annual 
budget is about $50 million.94 In terms of 
organ izational structure, OIRA is divided into 
“branches” that correspond to different policy 
areas. Within these branches, “desk officers” 
focus on a small number of agencies. Desk offi
cers are supervised by seasoned policy experts 
known as “branch chiefs,” who in turn answer 
to the administrator. When disagreements oc
cur between “desk officers” and the agencies 
that are subject to White House regulatory 
review, issues are “elevated” up the respective 
political chains (at the regulatory agency and 
the Office of Management and Budget), all the 
way to the president.95

White House regulatory review doesn’t 
cover all rules but instead is limited to “signifi
cant regulatory action” by executive branch 
agencies. A rule is “significant” if its “annual 
effect on the economy” exceeds $100 million 
or if the rule “raise[s] novel legal or policy 
issues.”96 Within the executive branch, OIRA 
has the final say on which administrative poli
cies are “significant regulatory actions.”

With respect to regulatory review, former 
OIRA administrator Cass Sunstein has de
scribed OIRA’s primary role as being an “infor
mation aggregator” of interagency comments 
and input from outside experts.97 Another 
key OIRA function is the vetting of an agen
cy’s regulatory impact analysis, a costbenefit 
analysis required by executive order for all sig
nificant rules.98 Importantly, OIRA doesn’t 
conduct independent costbenefit analyses; 
rather, the office shapes how the agency con
ducts its analysis in accordance with the presi
dent’s policy priorities.

Relative to other agencies, OIRA is mod
est in size, but it punches far above its weight. 
Sunstein quantified OIRA’s aggregate effect 
on regulatory policymaking as follows:

OIRA reviewed 2,304 regulatory ac
tions between January 11, 2009 and Au
gust 10, 2012. In that period, 320 actions, 
or about 14%, were approved without 
change; 161 actions, or about 7% were 
withdrawn; and 1,758 actions, or about 
76%, were approved “consistent with 
change.” In assessing the importance of 
review, it is important to note that the 
words “consistent with change” reveal 
that the published rule is different from 
the submitted rule, but do not specify 
the magnitude of the change. In some 
cases, the changes are minor . . . in oth
ers, they are substantial.99

In sum, presidents have adopted White 
House regulatory review to manage admin
istrative policymaking. The process dates 
to the Nixon administration’s “Quality 
of Life Review” vetting of public health 
rules, and it became institutionalized when 
President Reagan located this function in 
the newly created OIRA. Congress never 
authorized White House regulatory review; 
instead, presidents unilaterally took the ini
tiative. Due to the executive branch’s self
empowerment, scholars refer to the present 
era of American governance as being one of 
“presidential administration.”

CONGRESS NEEDS 
ARTICLE I REGULATORY REVIEW 
TO CLOSE THE OVERSIGHT 
GAP WITH THE PRESIDENT

After the Second World War, standing 
committees competed with the president 
to manage domestic regulatory agencies. 
Over the past 40 years, however, commit
tees receded, crucial customs disappeared, 
and oversight capacity generally diminished. 
While Congress faded, presidents filled the 
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power vacuum by establishing and refining 
White House regulatory review—all without 
a legislative mandate. In this context, the 
need for some sort of Article I response to 
OIRA practically jumps off the page.

Historically, Congress has parried the 
president’s institutional thrusts in the fight 
for supremacy over the administrative state. 
In 1921, for example, when Congress ceded 
budget formulation duties to the president, 
lawmakers concomitantly created the General 
Accounting Office (now the Government 
Accountability Office) to “investigate all mat
ters relating to the receipt, disbursement, 
and application of public funds.”100 Another 
example is the competition between the two 
political branches for management primacy 
over domestic regulatory agencies in the 
wake of the Progressive and New Deal eras. 
As previously noted, President Roosevelt 
recommended the concentration of power in 
the presidency to best protect liberty from 
the possibility of arbitrary bureaucratic gov
ernance. Congress, however, declined FDR’s 
advice and instead invested in congressional 
committees and legislative support agencies.

Perhaps the most relevant historical touch
stone is the creation of the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO). In the 1960s and 1970s, 
Congress became increasingly concerned that 
the presidency possessed an unfair advantage 
in formulating the budget, by virtue of the of
fice’s exclusive access to macroeconomic data 
within the White House bureaucracy. To ad
dress this informational asymmetry, lawmak
ers in 1974 created a new Article I agency, the 
CBO, to provide economic analysis indepen
dent of the White House. The parallel to the 
present is obvious: just as Congress created the 
CBO to rectify its reliance on the president’s 
budget data, so the legislature needs an Article 
I OIRA to end the president’s advantage con
ferred by White House regulatory review.

In addition to the historical example, there 
is a pragmatic impetus for creating congres
sional regulatory review. In 1983, the Supreme 
Court invalidated the legislative veto, which 
for decades had been Congress’s most powerful 

tool for supervising administrative action.101 
Thirteen years later, lawmakers adopted a con
stitutionally permissible legislative veto by pass
ing the Congressional Review Act.102 The act, 
however, deprives lawmakers of an informed 
choice. At present, members deliberating on a 
legislative veto are limited to information from 
biased sources—either the president behind 
the rule or special interests aligned on one side 
or the other of a given regulatory policy.

During the 115th Congress, for example, 
lawmakers enacted 15 disapproval resolutions, 
a major increase over historical practice.103 
While Congress’s increased willingness to 
check administrative action is a welcome devel
opment, this flurry of legislative vetoes demon
strates the inadequacy of the current process. 
No committee held a hearing, much less a vote, 
on any of the measures, nor did any committee 
issue any reports. For each of the legislative ve
toes, Congress failed to perform any investiga
tion or analysis. An Article I version of OIRA 
would redress this analytical imperative.

Congress has recognized its oversight 
shortcomings in the past. Two decades ago, 
during the 106th Congress, a bipartisan coa
lition passed the Truth in Regulating Act of 
2000, which authorized a pilot program for 
congressional regulatory review modeled on 
OIRA.104 Speaking in support of the bill on 
the House floor, Rep. Paul Ryan (RWI) ex
plained, “The most basic reason for support
ing this bill is constitutional, as Congress 
needs a Congressional Budget Office to check 
and balance the executive branch in the bud
get office, so too does it need an analytic 
capa bility to check and balance the executive 
branch in the regulatory process.” The act, 
Ryan added, would render Congress “better 
equipped to review final agency rules under 
the [Congressional Review Act].”105

Regulatory review, alas, never got off the 
ground in Congress. The Truth in Regulating 
Act of 2000 authorized a threeyear pilot pro
gram for a legislative response to OIRA, but 
lawmakers refused to fund the experiment, 
and the program expired in 2004 without ever 
vetting a rule.106
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WHY ARTICLE I OIRAS CAN 
EXIST ONLY IN PAIRS

There’s a glaring need for a legislative coun
ter to White House regulatory review, but how 
do we get there? Any attempt to address this 
imbalance of power must survive a polarized 
Congress, where partisanship runs especially 
hot on regulatory policy.107

First, there’s the problem of picking the 
leader of the new legislative support agency, a 
question that bedeviled prior reform efforts. 
In 1998, during the 105th Congress, commit
tees in both the House and Senate passed 
bills that would create a new Article I agency 
called the Congressional Office of Regulatory 
Affairs, with responsibilities such as those ad
vanced in this paper.108 Support for the bill 
within the Republicancontrolled Congress 
broke down largely along partisan lines, and a 
leading Democratic criticism was that the new 
agency would do the majority’s bidding.109 
During the next Congress, lawmakers passed 
the Truth in Regulating Act of 2000, which, 
again, authorized Article I regulatory review. 
So why did the 106th Congress pass reform 
where the Congressional Office of Regulatory 
Affairs had failed in the 105th Congress? A ma
jor reason is that the later bill elided the diffi
cult question of agency leadership by housing 
a pilot program in the existing Government 
Accountability Office,110 whose director (the 
comptroller general) the president appoints 
and the Senate confirms.111

Similarly, any new proposal for a legisla
tive regulatory review could place the process 
in the Government Accountability Office 
(GAO) and thereby duck the divisive question 
of how to choose the new agency’s leadership. 
Much can be said against this approach, how
ever. Program audits, the sine qua non of the 
GAO, are fundamentally different from regu
latory review; that is, the two agencies reflect 
distinct missions. More importantly, the GAO 
has already demonstrated a reluctance, if not 
hostility, to taking on regulatory review. From 
the outset, the agency never sought to exercise 
its Truth in Regulating Act authorities, nor did 
it mourn these authorities’ demise. And the 

Congressional Review Act required the of
fice to “assess” rules under consideration, but 
the GAO interprets this mandate narrowly 
to avoid any analytical responsibilities.112 The 
GAO’s repeated rejection of opportunities to 
press for regulatory review speaks volumes.

In the current (116th) Congress, the House 
and Senate are each under a different party’s 
control. Accordingly, there is no danger that one 
party could shut out the other from selecting 
someone to lead the new legislative version of 
OIRA. But could the parties ever compromise 
on regulatory review? That seems very unlikely.

At a fundamental level, there is no room 
for agreement because assumptions are es
sential to costbenefit analyses, a crucial cog in 
the machinery of regulatory review. Assump
tions, in turn, are values based, which means 
they’re inextricably political. Due to their 
distinct values (read: politics), Democrats and 
Republicans in the modern Congress would al
most certainly fail to achieve an understanding 
on the assessment of costs and benefits. Thus, 
they would be unable to agree on how to con
duct regulatory review. Division is baked into 
the process and likely explains why the GAO 
wanted no part of OIRA’s authorities.

In this political environment, the tradi
tional model for Article I agencies—a single 
organization headed by a nonpartisan direc
tor—won’t work. It’s not simply a matter of 
agreeing on leadership. One office cannot 
serve two masters with mutually exclusive con
ceptions of regulatory review. The only way to 
cut the Gordian knot of partisan disagreement 
is to arm each side with its own sword. Instead 
of adopting the historical model of a single 
“nonpartisan” organization, Congress should 
create two versions of OIRA—one for the ma
jority and the other for the minority. Under 
this proposal, each side would gain its own 
mechanism to compete with the president for 
management primacy over the administrative 
state, in accordance with each side’s values.

The new agencies would combine political 
direction with a nonpartisan staff whose pri
mary loyalty is to Congress as an institution. 
In terms of contemporary analogs, the idea is 
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to pair the bifurcated (majority/minority) lead
ership structure of a generic standing commit
tee with the highly capable and nonpartisan 
staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation.113

In sum, past congressional efforts to create 
an OIRAlike office foundered because law
makers designed a traditional Article I agency 
with a single director. To work, any such office 
must reflect the political realities of a polarized 
Congress by serving both parties independently.

HOW WOULD CONGRESSIONAL 
REGULATION REVIEW WORK?

A bifurcated congressional office of regula
tory affairs would perform a role that is similar 
to White House regulatory review.

In the executive branch, OIRA provides the 
president’s team with regulatory analysis that 
is independent of the agencies that wrote the 
regulations. In the legislative branch, a regula
tory office would provide the two parties with 
regulatory analysis that is independent of the 
president. In both cases, the purpose is to allow 
the principals—the president and Congress—to 
better manage the administrative state.

Just as OIRA solicits input from regula
tory agencies and outside parties, so too could 
each party’s respective legislative equivalent 
in Congress. And just as OIRA requires agen
cies to rerun their costbenefits analysis, so 
too could the congressional counterparts to 
White House regulatory review.

In one important manner, legislative 
review would have a far greater scope. To 
date, the president has respected the “inde
pendence” of agencies whose leadership en
joys employment protections from atwill 
removal by the president.114 As the creator 
of all agencies—executive or independent—
Congress’s reach would extend to the admin
istrative state’s entire domain.

Although its scope would be wider than 
OIRA’s, legislative regulatory review would 
entail far fewer regulations than its White 
House counterpart. OIRA reviews about 500 
“significant” administrative actions every 
year; the Article I OIRAs could focus their 

energies on the most important policies—
regulatory or deregulatory.

To facilitate the flow of information, 
Congress must overhaul its current approach 
to “legislative affairs” offices within domestic 
regulatory agencies. First, lawmakers should 
take these liaisons out of the executive branch 
and relocate them in the legislative branch. 
Legislative affairs offices were created to in
form Congress, but they’ve been coopted 
by the executive branch and now function 
primarily to stall congressional inquiries. By 
assuming direct leadership, Congress would 
ensure the integrity of these functions. Sec
ond, Congress should increase spending on 
these reconstituted Article I adjuncts within 
regulatory agencies so that they can shepherd 
the information requests that would drive leg
islative regulatory review.

The newandimproved agency liaisons 
would work hand in hand with the congres
sional office of regulatory affairs. With time, 
legislative regulatory review could develop 
a distinct operational culture as it evolves in 
response to the respective needs of the party 
caucuses in Congress.

To what ends would Congress use this infor
mation? Ideally, this knowledge would com
plement broader reforms that give lawmakers 
a bigger hand in regulating the regulators. 
Under the Regulations from the Executive in 
Need of Scrutiny (REINS) Act, for example, 
Congress would have to affirm major rules 
before they took effect.115 If the REINS Act 
passed, then some sort of independent regula
tory office would become glaring—without it, 
lawmakers would be woefully underinformed 
for the duties they reserved for themselves.

But even absent such sweeping (and neces
sary) reforms, there remains an acute need for 
independent analysis during the window of time 
that lawmakers are afforded to veto a regulation 
under the Congressional Review Act. When 
deliberating over the fate of a major regulation, 
Congress currently relies on information from 
special interests or the administration (the big
gest special interest). It’s an analytical problem 
that lawmakers recognized soon after passing 
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the Congressional Review Act. As previously 
explained, later Congresses sought to fix the 
legislative veto by establishing a regulatory of
fice akin to the proposal in this paper.

More broadly, legislative regulatory re
view would strengthen Congress’s atrophied 
capacity for oversight. Appropriators would 
be afforded better understanding of agen
cies within their jurisdiction. Standing com
mittees would have an independent baseline 
against which to audit agency performance.

At present, there is a gross asymmetry 
between the two political branches when it 
comes to information about the administra
tive state. This imbalance undermines law
makers’ express statutory responsibility—and 
implicit constitutional duty—to oversee agen
cies that are, after all, created and funded by 
Congress. Regarding the competition among 
political branches, selfhelp is a feature, not a 
bug of the constitutional system. By investing 
in an OIRAlike function for Congress, legis
lators similarly would demonstrate fidelity to 
the Framers’ design.

CONCLUSION
As the saying goes, “you can bring a horse to 

water, but you can’t make it drink.” In propos
ing a legislative response to OIRA, this paper 
assumes that the contemporary Congress—
as an institution (instead of as constituent 
polit ical parties)—cares to compete with the 
president in managing domestic regulatory 
agencies. But is this assumption correct? On 
this question, there is reason for doubt.

Driving such skepticism is the relative ease 
of administrative action compared with pass
ing laws. President Obama, for example, re
sorted to “pen and phone” to implement a suite 
of policies that had failed to survive the legis
lative process.116 Notwithstanding President 
Trump’s deregulatory agenda,117 for every law 
Congress passed in 2018, regulatory agencies 
promulgated 12 rules that are effectively indis
tinguishable from legislation.118 Presidents can 

simply order subordinates to conduct rulemak
ing with the force of law; it’s much more diffi
cult for Congress to pass a bill in two chambers 
and then get the president’s signature.

The comparative efficiency of “presiden
tial administration” undercuts institutional 
ambition within a polarized Congress. When 
the president serves as the modern fount of 
lawlike action by the federal government, and 
party leaders run a centralized Congress, there 
is a corresponding danger that the legislature 
becomes a means to executive ends. In more 
concrete terms, the risk is that one side would 
mindlessly cover for the president and that the 
other side—equally mindlessly—would seek to 
undermine the president so that “their guy” 
can assume the Oval Office and start getting 
things done. In this zerosum game, no one 
would be pressing the interests of Congress as 
an institution.

It’s an alarming possibility, one that of
fends the Constitution twice over. To begin 
with, the administrative state is composed of 
regulatory agencies that exercise lawmaking, 
lawprosecuting, and lawjudging functions 
in considerable tension with separationof
powers principles. Congress’s abandonment 
of competition with the president would re
flect a distinct constitutional breach—name
ly, a failure of the “ambition” on which the 
Framers’ relied.

The “declared purpose” behind the Framers’ 
constitutional structure is “to diffus[e] power 
the better to secure liberty.”119 Within this 
design, presidents have acted precisely as the 
Framers intended; Congress, however, has 
struggled to keep pace. If lawmakers still have 
the will to compete, then here is a proposed 
institutional design for legislative regulatory 
review. Because this function is inherently 
polit ical, lawmakers would have to bifurcate 
legislative regulatory review for it to survive 
in a polarized Congress. In this manner, each 
side would gain the capacity to compete with 
the president over management of the admin
istrative state.
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